How to Order
Adapter Kits

MAConnect™ Adapter Assembly
(Positive Commons)
M-48001 - XX - X X

09  9 Pin Sub-D
10  10 Pin
15  15 Pin Sub-D
16  16 Pin
20  20 Pin
25  25 Pin Sub-D
26  26 Pin

1  Internal Pilot Left End
2  External Pilot Left End
3  Internal Pilot Right End
4  External Pilot Right End

Use MOD 1705 for Negative Commons

Leave Blank for NPTF Threads
P  BSPPL Threads
T  BSPTR Threads

MAConnect™ Adapter Assembly
(Required For Connecting To A Remote Stack)
M-48002 - XX - X X

09  9 Pin Sub-D
15  15 Pin Sub-D
25  25 Pin Sub-D

1  Internal Pilot Left End
2  External Pilot Left End
3  Internal Pilot Right End
4  External Pilot Right End

Leave Blank for NPTF Threads
P  BSPPL Threads
T  BSPTR Threads
48 SERIES MACONNECT
SHOWN WITH MULTI-PIN

NOTE:
ALL DIMENSIONS SHOWN
ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCES ON DIMENSIONS ±0.2